
 

Wiesbaden Wahoos Swim Team 
 
 

Committed to develop competitive swimmers and to promote good sportsmanship!! 

 
 
Wiesbaden Wahoos Swim Team is a non-profit, competitive swim team serving the Wiesbaden area. We are governed 

by a parent fun Board of Directors. Our team has close to 50 swimmers ranging from young elementary school age 

through high school age, from beginner levels up to national competitors. Wiesbaden Wahoos Swim Team hosts 

several swim meets, including the largest in the league, the Battle in the Bubble at our local pools located in Mainz and 

Frankfurt. The team also attends several other swim meets every year all over Europe, including Spain, England, and 

Italy to name a few. These swim meets are well attended by locals and visitors alike. 

 
Wiesbaden Wahoos Swim Team strives to provide a positive competitive environment that will help develop 
good swimming skills, a solid foundation for friendship, and an overall experience that will enhance our children’s 
team spirit and sportsmanship. Wiesbaden Wahoos Swim Team boasts that previous swimmers have been 
swimming stateside and attending colleges all around the United States! 

 
Wiesbaden Wahoos Swim Team offers a variety of ways for our sponsors to gain positive exposure within and 
outside our community. Depending on the level of your sponsorship, your company can be widely recognized. 
Your company name and logo can be displayed on our team website, www.wiesbadenwahoos.com. Your company 
business care can be printed onto Wiesbaden Wahoos Swim Team meet Heat Sheets listing the events and 
swimmer names; these are available at each swim meet. Your company name can be displayed on a banner 
displayed at each swim meet. Your company name can be listed on team shirts printed during the year. Your 
company can display a plaque with our team picture acknowledging your support of Wiesbaden Wahoos Swim 
Team. Your company can be listed as a Meet Sponsor at the Wiesbaden Wahoos Swim Team hosted swim meet. 
Your company can receive acknowledgement for its contribution to Wiesbaden Wahoos Swim Team in the 
Community sponsored Facebook pages. Each of these ways provide excellent exposure and recognition. 

 
Contributions received will be utilized to develop and grow the youth swimmers. As a non-profit organization, our 
livelihood relies on members and donors. Some of the items that are in dire need of attention are three laptop 
computers. These laptop computers are utilized to maintain continuity amongst the Meet Director, the Statistician 
as well as the Head Coach. The meet director utilizes the laptop to coordinate and log all the logistics required to 
assemble the various meets hosted by the team. These meets sometimes are hosted in faraway places and the 
coordination and contacts made are important historical events to pass on to the next incoming meet director. The 
second laptop utilized by the team statistician is exactly as it sounds; the team statistician utilizes the laptop to 
record as near real-time as possible swimmers’ times and current standings during the meet. They also maintain 
records of the swimmer’s progress throughout the season to be able to provide positive reinforcement to the 
children of how they have progressed throughout the swim season. The third laptop is used by the head coach. 
The head coach is responsible to track all practices as well as maintain a roster of swimmers and their strengths 
and weaknesses so they may work with each swimmer individually. The next item that the team is in dire need of 
is 10 lap counter boards. These are utilized when swimmers are swimming long distances and need to keep track 
of their progress in the pool. When swimming 800 meters in a 50-meter pool it becomes very difficult for the 
swimmer to keep track of the number of laps they have swum. Other miscellaneous items that contributions aid in 
is the swim equipment, gear, incentives, awards, coaching clinics and finally an end of season awards banquet to 
recognize all the great accomplishments of the swimmers. 

http://www.wiesbadenwahoos.com/
http://www.wiesbadenwahoos.com/
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Sponsorship Form 
 

 
 

Date………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

Company Name…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

Address……………………………………………………………..……………………………………… 
 

City, State, Zip……………………………………………………..……………………………………..... 
 

Website…………………………………………………………………..……………………………….... 
 

Contact Name………....………………………………………………….……………………………….. 
 

Telephone Number………...……………………………………………………….…………………….... 
 

Email Address………………...........………………………………………………….…………………… 
 

Sponsorship Level 
 
 
 

Bronze Silver Gold Platinu
m 

 
Please make payments via Wiesbaden Swimmer Parents Association american( account number 
0201288117)(routing number 051005504) or our german banking information is: IBAN 
(DE94501109000015507742) and email the Sponsorship Packet with your company name and logo to be 
used on our website, heat sheets, or our banner to: Jessica Littlefield @wiesbadenwahoos@gmail.com. 
You may also contact us with other possibilities you have so we may proudly give your company the best 
possible exposure and recognition. 
Wiesbaden Wahoos Swim Team is a non-profit youth sports organization. Wiesbaden Wahoos 
Swim Sponsorship is valid for one year from the receipt of the contribution. 

 
Wiesbaden Wahoos Swim Team swimmers thank you for your support and generosity! 

For more information contact: 
 

Jessica Littlefield, Board President, at wiesbadenwahoos@gmail.com 
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Bronze Level €250 
  

 
● Your company name and logo listed on Wiesbaden Wahoos Swim Team website for one year 
● Your company name and logo, business card size, listed on Heat Sheets at the Wiesbaden 

Wahoos Swim Team hosted swim meets. 
● Your company name listed on a local Facebook pages as a Swim Team sponsor 

 
 
 

Silver Level €500 
  

 
● Bronze level Items plus: 
● Your company name listed on a sponsor banner displayed at each Swim Meet attended 

by Wiesbaden Wahoos 
 
 
 

Gold Level €1000 
  

 
● Silver level items plus: 
● Your company presented with a framed team picture acknowledging your support 

 
 
 

Platinum Level €5000 
  

 
● Gold Level items plus: 
● Your company name mentioned as a meet sponsor at the Wiesbaden Battle in the Bubble meet 


